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B. Tech.
(sEM VItr) TIflORy EXAMINATION, 2At4-15

POWER PLANT ENGINEERING

Time : 3 Hortrs] [Total Marks : 100

Note : (i) Attempt all questions.

(ii) Be precise in your answer.

Attempt any two parts : 2xlglg
(a) Enumerate the major and minor sources of arergy. What

are the main limttatiors of minor sources of enerry? Why
is electrical energythe most conve,niert form of energy?
Give reasons.

O) A power plant has a rated capacrty of 4A2 MW and
the peak load on the plant is 351MW. Certain consumer
gt'oups having maximum demands of 120 MW,103
MW, 79 MW and92 MW are connectedto the power
plant. If the annual load factor is 0.81, fihd :

(1) The average load,
(ii) The capacity factor
(iii) The energy supplied per year
(tg The demand factor
(v) The diversity factor.
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(c) Describe the sinking ftnd method for
depreciation rate of any power plant

2 Attempt any two out of the following :

calculatihg

taxzl0(a) With the help of neat sketclr, explain the working of
a fluidized bed combustion system. Enumerat" *u.yo,
disadvantages of this system.

O) What do you mean by pulverized fuel fring? E4plain
with appropriate diagram. Write down the advantages
of pulverized fu el firing.

(c) yit rh. help of neat diagran! e4plain the working of
DM.plant for fuel water treatment

3 Attempt any two out of the following : 10x2=20(a) Describe forced circulation cooling qystem using suitable
diagrarn

(b) Discuss the working and co4struction of gas turbine
combustion chamber.

(c) Discuss combined steam and gas turbine power plants

4 Attempt any two out of the following : l0x2=2g(a) write down the funstion and materials for the folrowing
in connection with a nuclear reactor.
(r) Reflector
(ii) Control rods
(iii) Biologicalshield
(rg Moderator.

o) Discuss tlie various factors while selecting a site for a
hydro-elechic plant. Inwhat way a forebay{iffers from
a surge tank.

(c) Draw the diagram for the wind energy power plant and
e4plain the working of basic components. Give a list
of uses of wind-electric systern.
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5 Attempt any two out of the following : 10xZ:20(a) with the herp of neat sketcrq exprain the working
principles of a power transfonner.

(b) Discuss the working principle of measurement of pH

(c) write down some specific definitions of air poilution.
Enumerate the power plant pollutants of mosi concem.
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